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Bill Gates, philanthropist, will give talk on April 21
Former CEO hopes to inspire MIT community to tackle problems of the world
By Hayden Metsky
Bill Gates, philanthropist and
co-founder of Microsoft, will speak
at MIT on April 21 in an effort to
motivate students and faculty to
solve some of the world’s most significant problems.
Gates will give a presentation in
Kresge Auditorium from 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m., according a 2 p.m.
press release from the News Office on Monday. The presentation
will consist of a talk and 40-minute
question-and-answer session. The
talk, titled “Giving Back: Finding
the Best Way to Make a Difference,”
will reflect the philanthropic mission that Gates has devoted his time
to in recent years. In addition to the

event in Kresge, Gates will meet
with President Susan J. Hockfield,
along with other faculty members,
to learn about MIT research that
will solve problems confronting
people across the world.
Tickets to the event will be distributed by lottery, and any member of the MIT community may
enter. The lottery opened yesterday afternoon and will close at 5
p.m. on April 13. Those interested
in entering the lottery can do so at
http://web.mit.edu/surveys/event/.
In contrast, tickets for President
Obama’s speech in October were
tightly controlled. Only 200 tickets
were available to students, faculty
and staff and there was no open lottery: MIT assigned the tickets.

In addition to MIT, Gates will
visit Stanford University, the University of Chicago, Harvard University, and the University of California, Berkeley. According to the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, at
each university Gates will address
the question “How do we get the
world’s brightest people focused on
its biggest problems?”.
Student reaction to news of
Gates’ visit was mostly positive.
“To have President Obama and
Bill Gates come in the same school
year really says something about
our credibility here,” said Kristin M.
Rose ’10.
“It’s great to have one of the
world’s best pioneers come to speak
to us,” said Vu A. Hong ’10. “I’m

happy that recently he’s been promoting the Gates Foundation more,
rather than Microsoft.”
The Gates Foundation, founded
in 1994, strives to improve health
conditions in developing countries,
while also helping people in these
countries overcome poverty and
hunger. In the United States, the
foundation works toward spreading access to education and access
to computers and the Internet in
public libraries. The foundation
also funds online video courses and
interactive learning innovations.
One of the guiding principles of
the Gates Foundation is that “science and technology have great potential to improve lives around the
world.” In this year’s annual letter,

Microsoft News Center

Gates focuses on innovation because, as he states, “it can make the
difference between a bleak future
and a bright one.”

Undergrads may
sign up for Harvard
library privileges
By Pearle Lipinski
News editor

Jessica Liu—The Tech

Kresge Oval remains an expanse of bare dirt, devoid of grass for nearly four weeks. Norman H. Magnuson, Jr., manager of grounds for Facilities, said last week that the grass will be back and the field usable
before Thursday, when Campus Preview Weekend begins. Magnuson said that the wet weather was the
cause of the delay. Facilities workers were out with a bulldozer and landscaping equipment yesterday.

Only at MIT

MIT faces less competition for ... MIT
By John A. Hawkinson
News Editor

The battle for the letters “MIT” is fierce, but one
source of competition for those letters looks out of
the running, at least for now.
According to an article in Focus Taiwan last week,
Taiwan-operated businesses in mainland China will
be required to label their products “Made in China,”
rather than “MIT,” or “Made in Taiwan.”
MIT has seen competition in the past from Meritt
Island Technologies, of Meritt Island, Florida, which
had previously registered mit.com. MIT’s network
manager, Jeffrey I. Schiller ’79, currently holds that
domain name in reserve. We imagine the behindthe-scenes negotiations may have been fierce.
MIT has even seen competition from the German language. A Google search for “MIT” claims
one billion results, but a sizable quantity of those are
the German word mit, meaning “with.” (A Google
search for “MIT German” returns 48 million results,

Yost: Dubai and
Back again
The de facto caste
system in Dubai is a
jarring experience for
recent expatriates.
OPN, p. 5

which is certainly a lower bound on the number of
results that are in the German language.)
The Turkish National Intelligence Organiation,
or Milli İstihbarat Teşkilatı, is also known as MİT,
though they seem to appear less frequently in casual
conversation.
Australia’s Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, RMIT, ocassionally gets confused with MIT,
especially in its domain name, rmit.edu.au, since it
contains the substring mit.edu.
There are several other educational institutions
that may use the initials MIT, including the Manipal
Institute of Technology, Machakos Institute of Technology, Madras Institute of Technology Chromepet,
Maebashi Institute of Technology, Maharashtra Institute of Technology, Manukau Institute of Technology, Mapúa Institute of Technology, Melbourne
Institute of Technology, Milwaukee Institute of
Technology, Muroran Institute of Technology, and
Musashi Institute of Technology. Wow, that’s a
mouthful!

MIT affords Unique freedoms
But with those freedoms, you are
expected to act responsibly. OPN, p. 6

More than just free pizza
Communicating, fighting apathy, and
encouraging peers in the GSC. OPN, p. 5

Under a new pilot system between the MIT Libraries and the
Harvard College Library (HCL),
MIT undergraduates may now
borrow from select Harvard libraries. Undergraduates were able to
begin signing up for HCL Special
Borrower cards yesterday. The
cards grant access to several of
Harvard’s 70-plus libraries.
Previously,
undergraduates
were unable to apply for borrower
cards, and the privilege was only
available to MIT graduate students, research staff, and faculty.
The process for applying for borrowing privileges for graduate students, staff and faculty will remain
the same, and those already possessing borrower cards retain their
privileges.
Participating Harvard libraries are the Widener, Cabot Science, Eda Kuhn Loeb Music, Fine
Arts, Tozzer (Anthropology), and
Harvard-Yenching libraries. Onsite-only access is available at the
Houghton (rare books and manuscripts) and Lamont (Harvard undergraduate curriculum support)
libraries with the Special Borrower
card. In particular, the Special Borrower card is not honored at the
Baker (Business School), Count-

In Short
Jason Reed, the alleged rapist
from last Tuesday’s assault, is
still being held without bail. His
dangerousness hearing, originally scheduled for last Friday,
was postponed until Wednesday, at the request of his defense
counsel, the Middlesex DA said.

Steal My Comic!
Also, have you tried the
new KenKen puzzles?
FUN, p. 10

way (Medicine), Gutman (Education), Kennedy School of Government, and Harvard Law School
libraries. Undergraduates may
apply separately for in-room access to the Countway and Frances
Loeb (Design) libraries, and can
pay for access to Baker Library.
Harvard undergraduates will
have borrowing privileges at MIT’s
Barker, Dewey, Hayden, Lewis,
and Rotch libraries, as well as
appointment-only access to the
Library Storage Annex.
“This program offers students
the best of both libraries’ collections, with MIT’s rich in science
and engineering and HCL’s in humanities and social sciences,” said
Marilyn Wood, associate librarian
of Harvard College for Collection
Management, in an HCL press release.
The program will be evaluated
after 14 months. According to the
HCL, both Harvard and MIT will
collect data such as circulation
and usage to evaluate the value of
the pilot program.
According to the Harvard University Library system website,
the Harvard University Library
is the largest academic library in
the world, housing over 16 million
volumes. The library began with
400 books bequeathed by John
Harvard in 1638.

Reed, who has no affiliation,
allegedly raped a woman last
Tuesday morning in a Building 2
classroom. The victim, who was
known to Reed, also had no MIT
affiliation.
Campus Preview Weekend
starts Thursday! Have fun while
you still can, prefrosh!

HDAG will Hear
Student voices
The administration
responds to the UA
president’s letter on
student engagement
from Friday. OPN, p. 4
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By Roman Kowch
Staff Meteorologist

The first days of April are
much more welcoming than
many of those cold, wet, windy
days of March. Don’t expect
new floods to engulf your surroundings later this week. We
will continue to dry out from
all that rain as unseasonably
warm temperatures stream
into New England. A high of
77°F was recorded at Logan
airport on Sunday, breaking
the 1950 record by 2 degrees.
A large ridge of high pressure,
centered just north of the Bahamas, is responsible for transporting the warm southern air
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be deterred with “a series of graded options,” a combination of old
and newly designed conventional
weapons.
“I’m going to preserve all the
tools that are necessary in order
to make sure that the American
people are safe and secure,” Obama
said during the interview in the
Oval Office.
White House officials said that
the new strategy will leave open the
option of reconsidering the use of
nuclear retaliation against a biological attack, if the development of
such weapons reaches a level that
makes the United States vulnerable
to a devastating strike.
Obama’s new strategy is bound
to be controversial, both among
conservatives who have warned
against diluting America’s most potent deterrent, and among liberals
who were hoping for a blanket statement that America would never be
the first to use nuclear weapons.
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WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama said Monday that he
was revamping American nuclear
strategy to substantially narrow the
conditions under which the United
States would use nuclear weapons,
even in self- defense.
But the president said in an interview that he was carving out an
exception for “outliers like Iran and
North Korea” that have violated or
renounced the main treaty to halt
nuclear proliferation.
Discussing his approach to
nuclear security the day before formally releasing his new strategy,
Obama described his policy as part
of a broader effort to edge the world
toward making nuclear weapons
obsolete, and to create incentives
for countries to give up any nuclear
ambitions. To set an example, the

W

More warmth, finally!

new strategy renounces the development of any new nuclear weapons, overruling the initial position
of his own defense secretary.
Obama’s strategy is a sharp shift
from those adopted by his predecessors and seeks to revamp the nation’s nuclear posture for a new age
in which rogue states and terrorist
organizations are greater threats
than traditional powers like Russia
and China.
It eliminates much of the ambiguity that has deliberately existed
in American nuclear policy since
the opening days of the Cold War.
For the first time, the United States
is explicitly committing not to use
nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states that are in compliance
with the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, even if they attacked the
United States with biological or
chemical weapons, or launched a
crippling cyber-attack.
Those threats, he argued, could

The New York Times
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By David E. Sanger
and Peter Baker
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From the start, China’s latest coal mine disaster seemed
likely to end as so many others had in a country where an average of seven miners die every day: a failed rescue effort, grieving relatives, few if any survivors.
But then, more than a week after the half-built Wangjialing
mine in northern China was flooded with millions of gallons
of water, rescuers heard taps on a metal pipe. They furiously
pumped water out of the shaft and sent glucose injections
down through a pipe. By late Monday, rescuers had dragged
115 men up to safety, though 38 others remained missing.
Survivors said they had strapped themselves to shaft walls
with their belts so they would not drown, hung there for days,
then jumped into a mine cart that floated by. Others said they
ate bark from the pine pillars used to construct the mine.
By any standard in the dangerous world of mining — and
certainly by those of China’s especially deadly industry — it
was a marvel of good fortune.
David Feickert, a coal mine safety adviser to the Chinese
government, told The Associated Press, “This is probably one of
the most amazing rescues in the history of mining anywhere.”
—Sharon LaFraniere, The New York Times

erful voice in the Irish church after
Brady, had issued a sharp rebuke.
“Those working for renewal
in the Catholic Church in Ireland
did not need this comment on this
Easter weekend, and do not deserve it,” Martin said in a statement.
“The unequivocal and unqualified
comment in a radio interview of
the archbishop of Canterbury, Dr.
Rowan Williams, that the Catholic
Church in Ireland has ‘lost all credibility,’ has stunned me.
“I have to say that in all my years
as archbishop of Dublin, in difficult
times I have rarely felt personally so
discouraged as when I woke to hear
Archbishop Williams’ comments,”
he said.
Martin has been outspoken in
his demands for full accountability
in the church over child abuse, and
was appointed to the Dublin See
with a mandate to rebuild there in
the wake of revelations about widespread abuses in the archdiocese.
Speaking to reporters after officiating at a Mass in Dublin on Saturday, he said that “church leaders”
should be more careful in their comments about the abuse scandal.

Obama limits when United States
would use nuclear weapons

5°

With hope dwindling, 115
Chinese miners are saved

LONDON — At a time when his
relations with Pope Benedict XVI
are already strained over the pope’s
offer to dissatisfied Anglicans of
fast-track conversion to Roman Catholicism, the archbishop of Canterbury has plunged into the crisis
over cases of abuse by Catholic
priests, choosing the Easter weekend to describe the Catholic Church
in Ireland as “losing all credibility”
because of its poor handling of the
crisis.
In a BBC radio interview, part
of which was made public on Saturday, the archbishop, the Most
Rev. Rowan Williams, described the
abuse scandal as a “colossal trauma” for Ireland in particular.
He made no direct reference to
the personal controversy that has
swirled around the pope in the
wake of accusations that he failed
to act strongly enough against pedophile priests.
But Williams, the head of the
worldwide Anglican Communion,
which claims 70 million adherents,

W

The wobbly housing market showed a rare sign of strength
in February: pending home sales were up significantly, a report
released on Monday said, suggesting that Americans took advantage of a tax credit for home buyers. Sales rose 8.2 percent,
the National Association of Realtors said.
Economists said the data released on Monday suggested
that buyers were re-entering the market as the expiration deadline approached for a government tax credit. Qualified home
buyers have until April 30 to take advantage of a tax credit of
up to $8,000. The credit drove up sales rapidly in the fall, when
it was originally set to expire, but it has been slow to propel the
market this spring.
An influx of foreclosed homes, which are often offered at
bargain prices, has added another reason for prospective home
buyers to enter the market. The agents’ association said it expected the upward trend to continue in the March data.
—Javier C. Hernandez, The New York Times

was unusually blunt.
“I was speaking to an Irish friend
recently who said that it’s quite difficult in some parts of Ireland to go
down the street wearing a clerical
collar now,” he said. “And an institution so deeply bound into the
life of a society suddenly becoming, suddenly losing all credibility
— that’s not just a problem for the
church, it’s a problem for everybody
in Ireland.”
His remarks appeared to anger
leaders of both the Catholic and
Anglican Churches in Ireland, who
criticized Williams for poor judgment in exacerbating an already
tense situation among Catholics in
Ireland.
Their outbursts, in turn, led to
an apology from Williams, whose
office said he made a telephone call
on Saturday evening to the Catholic
archbishop of Dublin, Diarmuid
Martin, expressing his “deep sorrow and regret” at any offense his
remarks had caused, and to offer an
assurance that he meant none.
Before Williams’ apology, Martin, head of the largest Catholic diocese in Ireland and the most pow-

The New York Times
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Sales of U.S. homes rose
significantly in February

By John F. Burns
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LOS ANGELES — A powerful earthquake southeast of Tijuana shook Southern California on Sunday afternoon, damaging buildings in border towns and rattling a seismically-sophisticated population as far north as Los Angeles, Phoenix and
Las Vegas as chandeliers swayed, homes shook and the earth
seemed to slide under the feet of people emerging from Easter
church services for well over a minute.
The 7.2 quake struck just after at 3:30 p.m. local time, and
was centered 16 miles southwest of Guadalupe Victoria in Baja
California, Mexico, and about 108 miles southeast of Tijuana,
according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Reports from the remote area in Mexico where the quake hit
were slow in coming and Mexican Web sites were overloaded
in the two hours following the shaking. But an earthquake of
that size would probably cause major property damage and
perhaps injuries to anyone near its epicenter, experts said.
On the U.S. side of the border, the shaking was particularly
acute in San Diego, where the it set off alarms and sent the San
Diego Fire-Rescue Department responding to several calls, The
San Diego Union-Tribune reported.
—Jennifer Steinhauer, The New York Times

Anglican archbishop rebukes
Irish church for abuse scandal
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Quake shakes buildings,
nerves in southern California
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into our neck of the woods. For
today, expect warm westerly
winds and some partly cloudy
skies by evening. There may
even be a shower overnight due
to a weak impulse approaching
from the west.
Highs should climb into the
80s for Wednesday and Thursday. It could be tough to break
the record highs on those days
though (86°F and 85°F respectively). Looking ahead, the
weather for CPW looks fair at
this point. The exception is Friday, when an approaching low
pressure and associated cold
front should bring some rainy
conditions and cooler air from
the north.
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Today: Sunny, becoming partly cloudy by evening. High 71°F
(22°C). West wind 5-15 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy. A stray shower possible. Low 53°F
(12°C). South wind up to 10 mph.
Tomorrow: Sunny. High 82°F (28°C). Southwest wind 5-15 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny and breezy. Highs around 82°F (28°C).
Lows around 58°F (14°C).
Friday: Showers likely. Highs around 65°F (18°C). Lows around
55°F (13°C).
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By Elisabeth Bumiller
The New York Times

WASHINGTON —The Web site
WikiLeaks.org released a graphic
video on Monday showing an
American helicopter shooting and
killing a Reuters photographer and
driver in a July 2007 attack in Baghdad.
A senior American military official confirmed that the video was
authentic.
Reuters had long pressed for the
release of the video, which consists
of 17 minutes of black-and-white
aerial video and conversations between pilots in two Apache helicopters as they open fire on people on a
street in Baghdad. The attack killed
12, among them Reuters photographer Namir Noor-Eldeen, 22, and
driver Saeed Chmagh, 40.
At a news conference at the National Press Club, WikiLeaks said it
had acquired the video from whistle-blowers in the military and was
able to view it after breaking the encryption code.
David Schlesinger, the editor in chief of Reuters news, said

in a statement that the video was
“graphic evidence of the dangers
involved in war journalism and the
tragedies that can result.”
On the day of the attack, US military officials in Baghdad said that
the helicopters had been called in
to help American troops who had
been exposed to small-arms fire
and rocket-propelled grenades during a raid.
“There is no question that coalition forces were clearly engaged in
combat operations against a hostile
force,” Lt. Col. Scott Bleichwehl, a
spokesman for the multinational
forces in Baghdad, said at the time.
But the video does not show hostile action. Instead, it begins with
a group of people milling around
on a street, among them, according to WikiLeaks, Noor-Eldeen and
Chmagh. The pilots believe them to
be insurgents, and mistake NoorEldeen’s camera for a weapon. They
aim and fire at the group, then revel
in their kills.
“Look at those dead bastards,”
one pilot says. “Nice,” the other responds.
A wounded man can be seen

crawling and the pilots impatiently
hope that he will try to fire at them
so that under the rules of engagement they can shoot him again. “All
you gotta do is pick up a weapon,”
one pilot says.
A short time later a van arrives to
pick up the wounded and the pilots
open fire on it, wounding two children inside. “Well, it’s their fault for
bring their kids into a battle,” one
pilot says.
At another point, an American
armored vehicle arrives and appears to roll over one of the dead. “I
think they just drove over a body,”
one of the pilots says, chuckling a
little.
Reuters said at the time that
the two men had been working on
a report about weightlifting when
they heard about a military raid in
the neighborhood, and decided to
drive there to check it out.
The American military in Baghdad investigated the episode and
concluded that the forces involved
had no reason to know that there
were Reuters employees in the
group. No disciplinary action was
taken.

As mayhem erupts in Times
Square, 4 are shot and 33 arrested
By Ray Rivera
and Colin Moynihan
The New York Times

NEW YORK — As Sunday night
turned into Monday, what has become something of a violent Easter
night ritual began to unfold. Hundreds of people filled Times Square,
some pouring out of the subway,
howling and unruly. By night’s end,
four people had been shot, and the
police had arrested 33 people.
Whether gang related or expressions of youthful mischief, the violence well exceeded the outbursts
in other years. It was enough that
when Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg
sought a word to describe the chaos,
he chose “wilding,” a term that first
became popular in 1989 in connection with the infamous Central Park
jogger rape case, a time when crime
in the city was at its highest.
“The mayhem in Midtown appears to be a bunch of gang members wilding,” the mayor said at
a news conference on Monday.

“There’s a bunch of people that
think it’s cute to go out and to run
around and to cause chaos, and we
loaded the area up with police, but
they can’t be everywhere.”
Though none of the shooting injuries on Sunday was life-threatening, the violence comes as the mayor
has expressed concern about an uptick in homicides in the city. Crime
rates remain among the lowest in
the city’s history, but coupled with
a shrinking police force brought on
by tough economic times, any spike
in violence can put city officials and
residents on edge.
Witnesses to the mayhem called
it frightening, describing masses
of people racing up and down the
streets whooping and charging at
one another.
“It was nothing but chaos,” said
Kyle Tuck, 22, an actor and bartender’s assistant from East Harlem, who
arrived at Times Square around 11
p.m. to pick up his girlfriend from
the Ruby Tuesday restaurant.
Officials are uncertain how the

Easter night melees came into being. Police officials say they first
noticed the unruly crowds in 2003,
believing it to be an outgrowth of
revelers spilling out from the International Auto Show at the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center at 11th Avenue and 34th Street. Its first weekend, and one of its busiest, typically
falls at Easter.
The next year, the police added
extra patrols, including anti-gang
units, to Times Square and the area
around the convention center. Arrests usually numbered in the high
teens or low 20s. In 2006, a teenager
was stabbed; the next year, a teenager was slashed in the arm. Last
year, there were 27 arrests, the most
until this year.
This year, the participants
seemed to have mostly skipped the
auto show. Around Times Square,
some business owners and workers
are convinced that Easter has become a gang initiation night. Police
discounted the notion that this was
a gang event.

Putin visits Venezuela to sign
series of military and oil deals
CARCAS, Venezuela — Prime Minister Vladimir Putin of Russia visited Venezuela on Friday to sign a series of military and oil
agreements with President Hugo Chavez, who is seeking to expand
ties with Russia as a way of countering the influence of the United
States in Latin America.
Putin’s one-day visit built on a relationship rooted in billions
of dollars of Russian arms sales to Venezuela over the past decade.
Venezuela has also emerged as one of Russia’s most vocal supporters, recognizing two Russian-backed separatist enclaves of Georgia
in 2009 and applauding Russian efforts to advance the ambitions of
an embryonic group of gas-rich nations.
Russia’s warm ties with Venezuela are also opening the way
for it to improve relations with a handful of other countries in
Latin America, notably Bolivia. President Evo Morales of Bolivia, a
staunch critic of the Obama administration and a major recipient
of Venezuelan aid, was also expected to discuss cooperation agreements with Putin here on Friday night.
Still, obstacles persist to a more assertive Russian expansion in
Venezuela beyond the sphere of weapons sales and political engagement with Chavez’s allies.
—Simon Romero, The New York Times

Protesters refuse to leave
Bangkok’s commercial center
BANGKOK — Convoys of anti-government protesters coursed
through Bangkok on Monday while thousands more demonstrators remained in the commercial heart of the city, where they continued to defy government orders to disperse.
Many shopping malls were closed for a third day, and 43 bank
branches in Thailand’s capital were shut as the economic toll of the
protests rose.
On the outskirts of Bangkok, protesters broke into the Election
Commission building, demanding the acceleration of an investigation into charges that a large Thai company made a multimilliondollar payment to the governing Democrat Party. The group left
after securing an agreement that results would be released April
20, more than a week earlier than scheduled.
Protest leaders have kept the city on edge for the past three
weeks with unpredictable processions of motorcycles and pickup
trucks. They say they want to highlight double standards that benefit the elite at the expense of the poor.
Business groups said the protests had caused tens of millions of
dollars in lost business over the past two days, not counting damage to the tourism industry and the country’s image.
—Thomas Fuller, The New York Times

United States seeks fine of
$16.4 million against Toyota
DETROIT — The U.S. Transportation Department said Monday
it would seek a $16.4 million fine against Toyota, the largest allowed, because the company failed to promptly notify the government about potential problems with accelerator pedals.
The fine, which Toyota has two weeks to contest, would be
the largest civil penalty assessed by the government against a car
company. In taking the step, federal authorities are sending the
strongest signal yet that they believe the carmaker deliberately
concealed safety information from them.
“We now have proof that Toyota failed to live up to its legal obligations,” Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood said in a statement.
“Worse yet, they knowingly hid a dangerous defect for months from
U.S. officials and did not take action to protect millions of drivers
and their families.”
LaHood said documents obtained by the department showed
Toyota had known of the potential pedal defect since at least Sept.
29, when it issued repair procedures in 31 European countries and
Canada to address complaints that accelerator pedals could become stuck and cause sudden, unintended acceleration.
The documents also showed that the company received complaints at that time from owners in the United States who were
experiencing the same problems. But the company did not recall
vehicles in this country for the pedal problem until late January,
although it issued a recall for floor mats last fall.
Auto companies are legally obligated to notify the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration within five business days
if they determine that a safety defect exists. The agency itself has
come under criticism for being too lenient in the past with Toyota
when defects occurred.
—Micheline Maynard, The New York Times

Shuttle heads to space station
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. — Lighting up the predawn
sky, the space shuttle Discovery climbed out of darkness and into
the glare of the rising sun early Monday, putting on a spectacular
sky show as it thundered away on a mission to resupply the International Space Station.
Carrying a crew of seven and 10 tons of supplies and equipment, Discovery lifted off from Pad 39A at the Kennedy Space Center at 6:21 a.m. after a problem-free countdown.
Discovery’s climb to orbit appeared uneventful, with no obvious signs of problems. A camera mounted on the side of the ship’s
external tank showed a few pieces of presumably foam insulation
falling away halfway through the ascent, but it was well after the period when debris poses a serious threat to the shuttle’s heat shield.
The astronauts did run into a problem later with the shuttle’s
Ku-band antenna, used to send data and video to the ground via
NASA satellites. Without the antenna, the analysis of a heat shield
inspection scheduled for Tuesday will be delayed, and the commander, Alan Poindexter, a Navy captain, and the pilot, James Dutton, an Air Force colonel, will not be able to use the antenna in radar mode during docking with the space station around 3:44 a.m.
on Wednesday.
—William Harwood, The New York Times
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Because of an editing error, a letter to the editor last Tuesday criticizing the location
of the new shuttle monitor was attributed to the wrong author. The letter was written by
David A. Brescia ’11, not Andrew Freeman.

guest column

HDAG is culmination of years of work
New dining committee will listen to student suggestions
By Phillip Clay, Steven Lerman,
Daniel Hastings and Chris Colombo
Last Friday, The Tech published an opinion piece on student engagement by UA
President Michael Bennie. His column referred to two recommendations of concern
to undergraduates from the Institute-Wide
Planning Task Force: creating a more rational system for summer housing utilization
and developing a new plan for House Dining.
Mr. Bennie praised the process that led
to the recent announcement on summer
housing because it involved a committee
of students, faculty, and staff working together. We agree that this is an exemplary
method for approaching important issues.
As Mr. Bennie stated, “This collaborative
working style resulted in an outcome that
both students and administrators supported, even though the initial situation looked
bleak.”
When it comes to the recommendation
on House Dining, Mr. Bennie is right to say
that we — students, faculty, and administrators alike — face a monumental task.
MIT must eliminate an annual House Dining operating deficit of more than $600,000
and resolve decades of frustration with
the system. Over the past 20 years, MIT
has convened major committees to study
House Dining every five years — in 1992,
1997, 2002, and 2007 — but it has not addressed the root causes of instability and
dissatisfaction.
We want to thank Mr. Bennie for raising
his concerns that the process for bringing
constructive change to House Dining will
be rushed, not inclusive of students, incapable of withstanding challenge, and rigid.
In response, we would like to offer the following points for consideration by the MIT
community.
First, this is not the hurried beginning
of a process. Instead, it is the culmination
of a review that commenced in 2007 with
the work of the Blue Ribbon Committee on
Dining — a committee with student repre-

sentation, including members of the UA.
Second, there are few topics at MIT for
which the student point of view has been
so thoroughly solicited, considered, and
understood as dining. Over the past two
years, MIT has engaged students to gather
their opinions and ideas on dining through
numerous channels. There have been surveys, focus groups, and meetings. The MIT
community has extensive data from outside
consultants and the Office of Institutional
Research; from the Blue Ribbon Committee and the UA; and from individual houses
such as Baker and Simmons. We each have
met — and continue to meet — with student leaders such as Mr. Bennie on a regular basis.
Third, based on the charge of the Task
Force and armed with all the feedback
gathered over the past two years, Campus
Dining has now proposed a range of scenarios for a new plan for House Dining.
These scenarios take into consideration
what students have told MIT that they want
in dining, balanced against the need to
eliminate the deficit and to reinforce longstanding Institute goals for residential life.
These scenarios represent a change from
how things are today. We are convinced,
however, that the data supports the new
approach.
One aspect we must reconsider is the
narrow definition of student choice. The
Institute is committed to preserving both
cook-for-yourself and House Dining for
students, but the past 30 years at MIT offer
abundant evidence that when the system
tries to offer every choice to every student
at every point in the system, it quickly becomes unsustainable. Moreover, if anything
is rigid about House Dining today, it is the
limited service MIT offers its students compared to our peers. A new plan will have the
potential to create the kind of House Dining program that many students say they
want, including breakfast, an all-you-careto-eat option, longer hours, better quality,
and a wider range of menu offerings. Such
a plan would mean more choice for MIT’s

students, not less.
We are now coming to the community
for a month of discussion. Following is the
process for the community to engage in the
conversation on dining:
• The Dean for Student Life recently convened the House Dining Advisory Group
comprised of students, housemasters, and
staff to advise on the process and to ensure
that student voices are heard.
• Campus Dining has put forth scenarios
for a new plan and a rationale for them on
the House Dining Review website.
• There will be forums for students in the
residences with dining halls and an online
Idea Bank for anyone to comment on the
scenarios.
• No decision has been made yet, and no
decision will be made without broad community input.
This is precisely the approach that Mr.
Bennie praised for summer housing —
but with even more efforts to ensure that
student voices are heard. In the interests
of transparency and open discussion, the
House Dining Review web site even has an
archive of MIT dining-related reports and
documents dating back to 1956.
The actual changes we arrive at will not
be implemented until fall 2011. Next year,
there will be continued opportunity to refine the plan. Today, we invite students —
especially those undergraduates living in
the four houses with dining halls: Baker,
McCormick, Next, and Simmons — to take
a look at the scenarios now and to offer suggestions.
For the next month, this draft will be a
living, breathing document. And when the
Dean for Student Life announces a proposal for a new plan in mid-May, it will be the
product of the collaborative effort that we,
and students, want for MIT.
Phillip L. Clay PhD ’75 is the Chancellor.
Steven R. Lerman ’72 is the Vice Chancellor
and Associate Dean for Graduate Education. Daniel E. Hastings PhD ’80 is the Dean
for Undergraduate Education. Chris Colombo is the Dean for Student Life.

With freedom comes responsibility
At MIT we’re privileged to be treated like adults. So act like one.
By Joseph Maurer
opinion editor

The argument goes that MIT is unlike
other colleges. We are “special,” and for
prospective students, we are “different” in
ways you have to experience to understand
— hence Campus Preview Weekend, where
students, living groups, faculty, and administrators try their hardest to let about 1,000
prefrosh experience as much MIT as can be
crammed into four days.
I’d be foolish to say I could explain all

that sets MIT apart. There is, however, one
aspect of our culture that does stand out,
precisely because it doesn’t stand out at all.
We at the Institute enjoy a remarkable freedom in our actions, with few restrictions.
This can exist because the undergraduate
body has largely adopted a policy of discretion with respect to our actions. MIT gives
us these freedoms precisely because they
trust us to be responsible for our behavior,
know what our own limits are, and not go
running to the pulpit complaining with every misstep.
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In other words, in exchange for students
taking some personal responsibility, the
Institute gives us a profound amount of
freedom.
Academically this is obvious; few students reading this would have ever received an admissions offer had they not
shown some sense of personal academic
discipline. MIT will allow you to push that
further by removing boundaries. Barring
first year credit limits, you’re free to take
Responsibility, Page 6

not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once
submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and will not
be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also be posted
on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published in any other
format or medium now known or later that becomes known. The
Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.
Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members
of the MIT or local community.
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easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the
editor in chief by e-mailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send press
releases, requests for coverage, and information about errors
that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters to the
editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech can be
found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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Welcome to your caste
If you’re not an Emirati, you’re just a carpetbagger
By Keith Yost
Staff columnist

I settled in a studio apartment on the
thirteenth floor of an apartment complex in
a western, unfinished area of the city. It was
simple but spacious, and despite my zeal to
be as frugal as I could, was still far more than
I needed to satisfy my college student tastes.
Still, my coworkers laughed at the apartment
as the type of place an Indian engineer would
live in — not a flophouse by any means, but
clearly not the level of luxury a white person
should treat himself to.
I smiled whenever I was told this, laughing internally at my own inside joke — in
better times, my colleagues might have been
right, and the 26-story building would be
packed with software engineers and other
white collar workers from the subcontinent.
But these were not good times, and aside
from my landlord, whose winter residence
was a floor below mine, the building was almost completely empty of tenants.
I was not alone in my alone-ness. Nearly
every building I came across had huge banners draped across its upper floors, advertising leases.
Living in a modern-day ghost town brought
more than just physical isolation. In some
way, I was detached from the lifestyle that my
coworkers enjoyed. It is hard to bridge the
conversational divide when one side wants to
lament the difficulty of finding good domestic help and the other wants to brag about the
new futon he bought from IKEA.
The difference in mindset between me
and the bulk of my coworkers was minor
compared to the major divisions that split
Dubai society. The most accurate way to describe UAE society is to say that it is stratified
into a caste-like structure, with Emiratis at
the top, western expats beneath them, and
eastern expats at the bottom. There is little
interaction between the rungs — each mem-

ber is expected to socialize with his or her
own group, and even western expats, who
presumably participated in a more egalitarian society in their country of origin, accept
the division as natural and desirable.
I enjoyed meeting and talking to other
westerners. But it was difficult to shrug off
the insidious effects of the caste system.
Some of the nicest people I met displayed
an almost sociopathic disregard for the eastern expat workers who served them. It was
commonplace to verbally abuse cab drivers,
make outrageous demands of waitstaff, and
generally treat those on the lower rung as
mere peons to be ordered about.
In the middle of my time overseas, a coworker friend and I went to eat at an upscale
restaurant near work. We were having a good
conversation, trading stories and jokes, and

Some of the nicest
people I met displayed
an almost sociopathic
disregard for the eastern
expat workers...
I was enjoying myself until, seemingly out of
nowhere, my friend pulled aside a waitress
and dressed her down for some imperceptible infraction. After he was done and the
waitress had left, I asked him, as politely and
neutrally as I could, why he treated the waitress that way.
He gave two reasons. The first was the
common response, as universal as it was unconvincing: being mean was the only way to
get anything done. Unless one occasionally
put boot to bottom, no eastern expat would
ever take you seriously.
The second reason was more enlightening. Besides being necessary, he explained,
keeping eastern expats in line was merely
being honest with the situation. If he wanted

to, my friend could call over the manager of
the waitress and demand that she be fired.
The woman would lose her job and be deported back to a country where she would be
undoubtedly worse off. What good did it do
to pretend that the power balance was otherwise? If my friend wanted speedy service,
who was this waitress to deny him?
In obedience to the social norms imposed by the caste structure, I didn’t spend
much time hanging out with eastern expats,
but what little time I did spend did not confirm the expectations set by my colleagues. I
liked talking to my cabbies. The most common topic of discussion was U.S. meddling
in Pakistan — many of my drivers said they
were not fond of America, although since we
got along fine it seemed more likely to me
that they took fault with some concept of
America rather than any Americans in particular. Maybe it’s just hard to root for the big
guy.
My longest conversation was with some
Pakistani youths I’d hired to help me pick
up furniture I’d bought off of Dubizzle, the
Dubai equivalent of Craigslist. We crammed
together in a tiny pick-up truck and wandered lost in the city for two hours grabbing futons and chairs and the like, mostly
talking about our favorite movies and music, and what life was like in our respective
countries. My impression is that the average
eastern expat in Dubai is not embittered or
anti-western — to the contrary, if anything
they are envious of western lifestyles and eager to work for one themselves. You’d much
sooner find them slinging bootleg DVD’s
than fomenting revolution with AK-47’s.
The downside of being in a caste system
is that as a westerner, I didn’t occupy the
topmost rung. A month after I arrived, the
government tapped my cell phone. When I
tried to leave, immigration services barred
me from leaving the country. For such injustices, there is no explanation, no apology.
If the monarch wishes to tap your phone,

he needs no justification. If you miss your
expensive international flight because a bureaucrat decides at the last minute you cannot leave, tough cookie. You’re not a citizen.
You’re a hired hand, a temporary servant
brought in to fill a gap until a superior Emirati learns how to do your job. I was never
treated with malice by an Emirati — they
wouldn’t consider me worth the effort. But
it was clear that the system — the laws, the

You’re not a citizen.
You’re a hired hand,
a temporary servant
brought in to fill a gap
until a superior Emirati
learns how to do your
job.
government, the society — was not set up
for my benefit. I had no rights that they were
bound to respect.
I came to Dubai expecting some degree
of culture shock. But there is a distinction
between struggling to adapt because something is different and struggling to adapt
because something is abhorrent. Dubai is a
dictatorship, perhaps benevolent, but still a
dictatorship. The press is free only so long as
it does not criticize. The economy is hewn
more closely to familial ties than capitalist
pressures. Beneath the glamour of Dubai
lies a society built upon precepts borrowed
from the antebellum south. If I, a carpetbagging northerner, came away from the land
of plantation owners and slaves without any
feelings of attachment to the country I had
lived for seven months in, I do not think I
have myself to blame.
This is the second in a four-part series on
the author’s experiences as a consultant in
Dubai.

Leadership at the GSC

Free pizza

GSC leadership isn’t always easy, but it’s always rewarding
By Kevin McComber
“What does graduate student leadership
at MIT mean to you?” After nearly four years
in graduate leadership positions, I’m still not
sure I can answer this question. But hopefully you’ll be a bit amused as I try.
In short, graduate student leadership
means ensuring good communication,
working with interesting people at MIT
(sometimes really interesting), and a sense
of exhilaration when you accomplish some-

As a graduate student
leader, the ultimate goal
is to make a real impact
on the lives of your
fellow students.
thing you set out to do. But sometimes
things don’t go as smoothly as planned, and
that means graduate student leadership also
involves fighting other students’ apathy towards your cause, not to mention occasionally remembering you have academic responsibilities in addition to your leadership
role(s). Still, as a graduate student leader, the
ultimate goal is to make a real impact on the
lives of your fellow students — maybe even
in a way that they will carry with them beyond MIT.

I got started in grad student leadership
when I attended a GSC subcommittee meeting because I was marginally interested in
the topic of discussion and significantly interested in the free pizza. I wish someone
had told me that free pizza falls from the sky
in grad school. I take that back — I’m glad
they didn’t tell me, because that one pizza
got me into the GSC and I have never regretted that commitment.
So it was a love of pizza that kicked off
a chain reaction — I started as chair of the
GSC’s Off-campus Subcommittee, served as
a GSC Activities Committee co-chair for two
years, and am now wrapping up my tenure
as the GSC vice president. I guess I owe the
manager at Bertucci’s a thank-you card.
There are two parts in the term “graduate
student leadership” — the first is “graduate
student.” Grad students are a unique population in the community, and some are barely
even students in the typical sense at all, having completed all their classes. Grad students
don’t generally take on leadership positions
to put those positions on their résumés, and
they tend to be less interested in doing things
outside their research. But grad students also
tend to need little time to develop their own
identities, and they know where their interests lie. This means that once you find students who are willing to work toward a cause,
they are really good at it. They also have very
diverse backgrounds (not just ethnically, but
also in terms of work experience, marital sta-

tus, etc.) and this provides a great breadth of
knowledge in the community.
The second part of “graduate student
leadership” is “leadership.” I think the three
most important parts of leadership are honesty, determination, and communication.
Putting honesty and determination together
means you will get stuff done when you say
you will get stuff done. People will naturally
follow if you do positive things and you do
them well. But I’ve seen a lot of well-meaning leaders get snagged up in communications issues, and these can severely hinder
the efforts of the most honest and hardworking people. It’s always important to let

It’s always important
to let others know what
you’re doing and to ask
them for input along the
way.
others know what you’re doing and to ask
them for input along the way.
The unfortunate part about being a
leader, sometimes, is that you become tied
to the abilities of others. Being a leader often
means one becomes a manager of others,
which means the leader has to coordinate
other people and rely on them to get things
done. I’ve sometimes wished everyone

Check One:
☐ Stick it to the Man
☐ Apply Gingerly to the Non-Gender Specifc Authority Figure
Write Opinion for The Tech
opinion@tech.mit.edu

working for me could have a salary, just so
I could threaten to fire some of them. This is
a distinct disadvantage of being a leader in
a volunteer organization — you don’t really
have any way to punish people for not doing
a job they said they would do, or for doing
it poorly.
But along with leadership difficulties
come great rewards. Here’s what I see as the
single largest personal benefit of being a grad
student leader: the diversity of people you
work with in your positions. As a grad student in a lab, one doesn’t get exposure to all
the kinds of people who run MIT. These people are the same people (or types of people)
who run government agencies, Fortune 500
companies, and countries. And they’re all on
campus. Additionally, all of my best friendships with classmates have been formed
in grad school, not undergrad, through my
leadership interactions with others.
The bottom line is that graduate student
leadership is a learning experience. I’ll be
the first to admit I’ve screwed up a lot in my
various roles — just ask my past co-chairs,
fellow officers, the GSC reps, the ODGE, and
SAO. But mistakes happen and, while the
work is important, it should still be understood that we are all volunteers and we are
all learning from our roles.
And some of us are in it for the free pizza.
Kevin McComber is a PhD Candidate in
the Department of Materials Science and Engineering.
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Guest column

A personal view of comprehensive immigration reform
Why welcoming immigrants is the American thing to do
By Alex Lu
Immigration means different things to
different people. For some, it’s the start of a
new life in the “Land of Freedom and Opportunity.” For others, just a way to send money
home. Among those already established
here, some feel that it’s a welcome influx of
diverse traditions, novel philosophies, and
colorful customs; others feel it brings in
competition that depletes limited economic
resources.
However you feel about immigration —
legal or otherwise — in this Land of Freedom and Opportunity, I believe we can all
agree on some core values. It’s uniquely
American that we’re an upwardly mobile
society; entrepreneurs willing to distinguish
themselves through ingenuity, schooling, or
even just sheer hard work, have opportunities to advance in life. We don’t have a monarch — instead we vote for our democratic
and accountable government. Everyone has
equal rights regardless of gender, race, income, religion, and national origin. We have
law and order: Those engaged in violent,
fraudulent, or anti-social acts are eventually
taken to task by law enforcement and the judicial system.
Despite the Boston Tea Party, our government collects taxes and provides public
services like transportation, sewers, police
and fire, national defense, economic and
housing development. We are a civilized
society. We look after our children, provide
for our elders, and help the truly desolate

and needy poor — whether through government programs or charitable organizations.
And, we have a fair and balanced system
that safeguards workers’ rights against blatant abuses, but also management’s rights to
maintain continued viability and growth of
the economy.
But there is a hidden population here
— intimidated, desperate, and frightened.

They’re trapped by their
lack of immigration
status, yet remain here
in hope of a better life
for their loved ones.
They’re trapped by their lack of immigration
status, yet remain here in hope of a better
life for their loved ones. Some, like children
of illegal immigrants and refugees from
war-torn nations — stay here because they
have no other country to call home. But they
also fear for their safety from prejudice and
those ready to take advantage of their illegal
status. Many labor in what amounts to perpetual indentured servitude, accountable to
no one but those who looking to profit from
hard workers receiving little compensation. I
always thought slavery ended with the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865!
It’s easy to dismiss “their” problems:
They don’t belong here, they’re clogging up
the welfare system, and it’s their choice to

come here illegally.
But we ought to uphold our American
values. Those whose only sin is making a decision to come to the U.S. illegally, whether
on their own, through smuggling, or even escaping from inhumane abuses in their home
country, are people, too, and probably our
friends and neighbors. If they become victim of a crime, they need full force and protection of the law. If they are criminals, they
should be arrested and prosecuted rather
than merely deported. This is how America
is different from the “back country.”
They must contribute to our government
functions through taxes and user fees, but
they should also receive social benefits just
like you and I would if we were to hit a rough
patch — instead of being forced to work under terrible conditions. If some are illegally
clogging up welfare, perhaps we should
actually check identifications when people
sign up! Our domestic jobs and pressure on
our wages must be shielded from encroachment by profit seekers willing to ignore the
law to obtain cheap labor.
The only way to do this sustainably is to:
1) clear the backlog of illegal immigrants
here — through a combination of deportation and legitimization, recognizing their
hardship at the same time allowing them
an opportunity to earn the right of abode;
2) make legal immigration less cumbersome, but require applicants to demonstrate
good work ethic, self-advancement through
education or otherwise, and a willingness to
adopt these core American values; 3) clear

the accumulation of unprocessed immigration applications, to minimize difficulties for
legitimate candidates and attract talents that
will truly contribute to this country. As long
as there is poverty somewhere in the world,
they will come — we might as well pick and
choose the best and the brightest, give them
a legitimate channel, and regulate them
properly.
There are many reasons why I came
here in 2001 in search of better opportunities: the blatant racism and lack of work in
Scotland, the lack of civil liberties and political instability in Taiwan, and the cheap
and plentiful products and services that you
couldn’t get anywhere else in the world. Despite 9/11 and its aftermath, the people of
Massachusetts and MIT welcomed me with
open arms, I received my degree here, and
an Irish gentleman gave me a lot of help on
getting my Green Card. During this process,
I learned how this great country was made
possible — on the backs of newcomers and
illegal immigrants — and found current immigration practices unconscionable.
Let’s do the “right thing” — the uniquely
American thing — and make it possible for
everyone to work hard and earn these same
opportunities. Talk to your elected representatives today (in your home districts)
about what immigration means to you. You
can make a difference. After all, there are no
monarchs here.
Alex Lu is a member of the M.S.T. Class of
2003, and can be reached at lexcie@alum.
mit.edu

Freedom is what makes MIT unique
A failure to respect that freedom will have consequences for you and the community
Responsibility, from Page 4
whichever classes you want. If you take them
on pass/no record, whether you get a hidden A or C is up to you. Once you go beyond
freshman year, your adviser will sign off on
basically whatever you give them. There are
no built in upper bounds to the number of
classes you can take or what majors you can
take them in. It’s a glorious level of freedom
for those with a basic sense of self preservation. Yet it’s existence would be threatened
if those who overloaded themselves with
classes then complained when they did
poorly and demanded that the Institute not
let them take so many classes.
It’s outside of the classroom, though,
where MIT becomes truly unique. Senior House’s Steer Roast, East Campus’s
roller coaster during Orientation, hacks
and hacking in general, the porosity of the
freshman on campus requirement, to name
a few, are all uniquely MIT activities. They
couldn’t happen outside of the Institute,

and they can only happen on campus because knowledge of their inner-workings
stays there.
That implies the need for discretion with
pictures and media, obviously, but also the
more serious need for responsibility and maturity. When that’s lacking, things go wrong,
and often need to be escalated outside of
MIT (see Burton Third’s concrete bomb of
last spring, the death of a fraternity pledge
in the 90s that lead to the implementation of
freshman on campus, among others). That
escalation puts the MIT administration into
a self-preservation, damage control mode
that, while sometimes excessive, is justifiable. It shakes the trust that administrators
place in students, and causes them to clamp
down on the activities we often find most
enjoyable.
Preventing escalations and preserving the freedom enjoyed by MIT students
is common sense and can be briefly summarized: safety, safety, safety. That means
don’t do anything stupid. Take reasonable

risks and test your own boundaries at MIT,
but recognize the distinction between a
bad idea and a challenge. And when you
fail, realize that the consequences and re-

Take reasonable risks
and test your own
boundaries at MIT, but
recognize the distinction
between a bad idea and
a challenge.
sponsibility for that failure are yours, not
the Institute that gave you the freedom to
mess up.
This may seem intimidating; probably
for the first time in your life you can make
poor decisions without anyone stopping
you. But being at MIT is probably the first
time in your life you have a real choice in

the first place, and to get the most out of this
place, you’ll need to embrace that freedom.
If you’re reading this as a prospective
freshman and you’re not happy because
there isn’t one obviously “right” way of experiencing CPW, take a deep breath and
consider what you want out of college. If
you want the challenges of choice and the
responsibilities those choices bring, then
you’re in the right place — nothing at MIT
is obvious, and it will teach you to control
your own life. At MIT, if you want something
to happen, you’ll probably need to do it
yourself and take all the consequences that
comes with it. Things just won’t happen for
you. But that’s precisely why it’s so special,
and so different from other colleges.
Remember that such responsibility expects and demands a commitment from
you, and that a failure to respect the power
you have will destroy what makes MIT special. For those who accept it though, the
rewards will surpass anything “normal” colleges offer.
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Elijah Mena—The Tech

Members of Lil’ Phunk look on as others perform solo onstage during Footwork 2010. The event hosted professional groups as well as student groups from MIT and BU.

Elijah Mena—The Tech

The dance crew Lil’ Phunk rushes on stage during Footwork 2010, held in Kresge Auditorium on Saturday. Lil’ Phunk is the official Celtics junior dance crew, consisting of
children aged 5 to 13.
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Steal My Comic by Michael Ciuffo

Subterfuge And Social Media

by Jerry Holkins
and Mike Krahulik

Kenken

Sudoku

Instructions:
Fill in the grid
so that each
column and row
contains exactly
one of each of
the numbers 1
through 6. Follow
the mathematical
operations
for each box
without repeating
numbers.

Instructions:
Fill in the grid so
that each column,
row, and 3 by 3 grid
contains exactly one
of each of the digits
1 through 9.

Solution, page 16

Solution, page 17

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Eve’s origin?
4 So it would __
(apparently)
8 Rascals
14 112.5 degrees from
S
15 Dog food brand
16 Baltimore ballplayer
17 Start of Phyllis Diller
quote
19 Of a fast period
20 Charged lepton
21 Part 2 of quote
23 Obliterate
25 Go beddy-bye
26 Play an improper
card
28 Portland, OR suburb
33 More wintry
36 Valerie Harper
sitcom

37
40
42
43
45
47
49
53
56
57
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Ballerina’s skirt
Part 3 of quote
Sitting on
Gridlock
Gives the game
away
Light amber brew
Tatter trader
__ Dame University
In that place
Part 4 of quote
Curving courses
Do an usher’s job
End of quote
Become a pensioner
Fabled canal
Sniggler’s prey
Exhausts
Out of __
(discordant)
Eminem’s Dr.

Solution, page 17
DOWN
1 Hole enlarger
2 Cover, in a way
3 Lament
4 Mineo of movies
5 Zeno’s home
6 Larger-than-life
stories
7 City on the Tigris
8 Problem fixer
9 Vine
10 ...and that __ hay!
11 Night-flying insect
12 Entreaty
13 Transmitted
18 Doubtful
22 Rue
24 Freudian topic
27 Stately tree
29 Force to be a sailor
30 Sizzling
31 Pother

32 Atlas page
34 Hebrew letter
35 Add on with
difficulty
37 Recipe
abbr.
38 Spanish
article
39 Russian
chess
master
41 Former
Sov. unit
44 Cord for a
whistle
46 Nugget of
granola
48 Lehmann
and Lenya
50 United
51 Actress
Anne
52 Snuggle
54 Goes up
55 Way in

5 4
7 2 9

1

2
7
1 6

9
3
9 7 1
8 6 4
5
6
4 7
1 2 8
6
5 7
9
8
57 Flubs
58 Prez’s underling
59 Italian noble family

60 Deer head?
61 Broad smile
65 NRC forerunner

His date works for Red Hat, who hired a coach for her, too. He advised her to ‘rent lots of movies like Hitch. Guys love
those.’

Orphaned Projects

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun

by Scott Adams
by Jorge Cham
by Randall Munroe
WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

A

The USGS operates a really neat email/SMS earthquake notification service (earthquake.usgs.gov/ens/) that allows finegrained control of notifications.

Seismic Waves
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Feng Wu—The Tech

Novice cosplayers perform a Left for Dead version of Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” in the Masquerade at Anime Boston 2010. Anime Boston is a three-day conference on
anime and anime culture that took place last weekend at the Hynes Convention Center.

Jasmine Florentine—The Tech

On Saturday, Boston participated in the Second Annual International Pillow Fight Day along with over 150 other cities around the world. Organized by Banditos Misteriosos,
the event attracted over 1,500 people with pillows to Cambridge Commons to engage in glorious battle with their fluffily armed brethren.
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Freshmen Open House
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics – Course XVI
Friday April 9, 2010
1:00-2:00 PM
Robert C. Seamans Lab (Student Lounge), Building 33, 1st Floor
Paper Airplanes; Mingling with Faculty and Upperclassmen; Foods; etc.
Ever wondered what it's like to be an astronaut? Ever wondered what rocket
science is really all about? Like paper airplanes and throwing things? Well,
come over to the Course XVI (Aero/Astro) Open House on Wednesday April 8,
from 4-5:30 in the Aero/Astro Student Lounge! Come chat with professors and students
about what's really going on in the Aero/Astro Department and what it's like to be a part
of this community of 180+ undergrads. Of course, there will be paper airplane folding
and throwing. We'll provide the paper, you provide the talent and ingenuity.
Hope to see you there!
Sponsored by Course 16 and the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) MIT Chapter.
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Airlines, the masters of flight overbooking, have
refined the practice of bumping to a science
Oversold seats are still a nuisance, but some see opportunity in volunteering
By Jad Mouawad
and Michelle Higgins
The New York Times

Ryan W. Kingsbury SM ’09 is the
rare flier who’s actually looking to
be bumped from a flight.
“If I see a big weather system, I
see big dollar signs,” said Kingsbury,
an aeronautical engineer from Boston who says he has earned about
$6,700 in flight vouchers over the
past three years. His latest coup was
picking up $600 in flight vouchers
and a hotel room after giving up
his seat on an overbooked red-eye
flight from Los Angeles to Washington in bad weather in January.
But savvy travelers like Kingsbury are having to work harder
to exploit loopholes in the travel
system. Even as airlines have substantially cut capacity — meaning
fewer but more crowded flights —
they have so refined their computer
tools over the last decade that they
can closely predict which passengers will show up for a flight and
which ones won’t. In the process,
they have gotten better at the science of overbooking.
Last year, 13 out of every 10,000
passengers were bumped on domestic flights — or 762,422 out of
582 million. That was down from
over 20 per 10,000 passengers in
1999, according to the Department
of Transportation. In over 90 percent of cases, airlines found volunteers to give up their seats in exchange for some compensation.
The airlines argue that they must

overbook to make up for passengers
who fail to show up. For an industry
desperate to return to profitability
after losing $60 billion over the past
decade, an empty seat at takeoff
equals one thing: lost revenue.
“A seat is a perishable item,” said
Leon Kinloch, the senior vice president for pricing and revenue management at Continental Airlines.
“It’s like a fruit that spoils. The moment the door is closed, that item
has perished.”
So the airlines are imposing
more restrictive booking policies.
Most airlines, for instance, require
travelers to buy their tickets within
24 hours of booking them, forcing
travelers to stick with their plans or
risk steep penalties to change tickets.
And the airlines have invested
in new software to get a better idea
of how many passengers will actually show up for a flight. They look
at historical data on specific routes,
the time of the day, whether there
is a holiday, what fares passengers
paid and how many business-class
travelers are booked with refundable tickets.
Kingsbury, the Boston flier who
tries to get bumped, says he books
flights he thinks are likely to be
oversold. He will pick the last flight
of the day, for instance, and then tell
the check-in clerks or gate agents
that he is willing to give up his seat
should it be needed. He also wishes
for bad weather, which increases
his chances of getting bumped.
Not all airlines practice the art of

overbooking. JetBlue Airways is an
exception. It offers only one class
of service and most of its tickets
are not refundable, meaning passengers are more likely to show up.
As a result, last year, it had only one
oversold seat for 5.1 million passengers.
“It’s like a theater overselling
tickets for a show,” said Dave Barger, the president and chief executive
of JetBlue. “It’s wrong.”
About 60,000 passengers boarded 450 American Airlines flights on
a sunny day at the end of March in
Dallas. Seventeen flights had a total
of 50 oversold seats; 48 people volunteered for a later flight. Two people were bumped involuntarily.
“As an industry under such financial duress, we have had to come
up with ways of making ourselves
more efficient,” said Don Casey,
vice president of revenue management at American Airlines.
Thanks to a better understanding of its booking patterns, Casey
said, American now overbooks
about five percent of its seats, down
from about 12 percent a decade
ago.
In 1999, the company said it had
on average about 72 percent of its
seats filled and 35.2 out of every
10,000 seats were oversold. Last
year, the company filled 82 percent
of its seats while the number of
oversold seats had dropped to 8.3
for each 10,000 passengers.
Bill S. Swelbar, a research engineer with MIT’s International Center for Air Transportation, called

this “the dark art of revenue management.”
The trouble, of course, is that
the airlines’ mathematical wizards
don’t always get it right.
Tiffany Sumlin, a stay-at-home
mother from Fresno, Calif., nearly
missed her grandmother’s funeral
viewing after she was involuntarily
bumped from her Delta Air Lines
flight to Houston last month when
connecting in Salt Lake City.
“They had overbooked the flight
and I was not going to get on,” said
Sumlin, who was left behind with
another passenger when no one
volunteered to give up a seat in exchange for flight vouchers. She was
initially offered $400 and a flight out
the next day — but that meant being late.
“I would have literally been
landing during my grandmother’s
viewing,” Sumlin said. She eventually made it in time — but not before flying first to Atlanta, spending
the night there, and getting an early-morning flight to Houston.
Not every passenger is equal
when it comes to being bumped:
Business-class travelers and frequent fliers holding elite status are
much less likely to get bumped. The
last in line are leisure travelers holding discounted fares. (Online checkin somewhat reduces your chances
of being bumped. Most airlines offer that option up to 24 hours before
departure and strongly suggest that
passengers use it.)
Passengers who are involuntarily bumped and rebooked on anoth-

er flight within two hours after their
original domestic flight time (or
within four hours for international
flights) are entitled to $400 in cash
— double the compensation offered
two years ago, according to Department of Transportation regulations.
They are eligible for up to $800 if
they are not rerouted by then.
Getting volunteers is tricky these
days. Full planes mean that the next
flight for bumped passengers may
be the next day.
Airlines are flying fewer planes
in a bid to cope with high fuel costs
and lower demand in the recession.
Domestic capacity has fallen for
five of the last nine years, the most
sustained cutback in the history of
commercial aviation. And they are
also packing their planes with more
passengers.
The recent winter storms that
led to chaos in the nation’s air transportation system demonstrated just
how little wiggle room airlines had.
“I think this summer is going to
be pretty good for airlines but the
flip side is it is going to be awful for
travelers,” said Tim Winship, editor
at large for SmarterTravel.com, a
Web site offering travel advice. That
is good news for Kingsbury, who
says he is looking forward to the
coming months when tight capacity, the spring and summer travel
crunch and weather cancellations
could increase bumping.
“I think this coming summer
it will be very lucrative for people
doing bumps,” he said. “I’ll just sit
back and watch the chaos.”

LIVING
IN NEW YORK CITY

IS EASY.
Just click on
www.studenthousing.org.
You’ll find clean, modern,
safe, convenient housing.
For summer or beyond,
it’s the finest off-campus
housing in NYC.

drew k. dennison

Wen Chyan ’13 fires for the MIT pistol team in the free pistol event at the 2010 NRA Intercollegiate
Pistol Championships, held at Fort Benning, Georgia from March 16–20.

EECS China

Summer 2010 Internship Opportunities
(sophomores, juniors, seniors, and grad students eligible)
All Expenses Paid! APPLY NOW!!
(
Hong Kong Applied Science & Technology
Research Institute (ASTRI)

6 positions in areas of communications technologies, enterprise and consumer electronics, IC
Design, Biomedical Electronics, Material and Packaging Technologies

Microsoft Shanghai
Microsoft's Server and Tools business (STBC) including high performance computing, web
services, identity access and management, enterprise management, data access,
development tools, enterprise security, and Windows Server solutions

Please contact Sean Gilbert at MISTI China (seang@mit.edu)

WWW.STUDENTHOUSING.ORG
800.297.4694

http://www.eecs.mit.edu/international/

http://web.mit.edu/misti/mit-china/
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As the number of unpaid internships rises, many
regulators are concerned that the practice is illegal
By Steven Greenhouse
The New York Times

With job openings scarce for
young people, the number of unpaid internships has climbed in
recent years, leading federal and
state regulators to worry that more
employers are illegally using such
internships for free labor.
Convinced that many unpaid
internships violate minimum wage
laws, officials in Oregon, California
and other states have begun investigations and fined employers. New
York’s then-labor commissioner, M.
Patricia Smith, ordered investigations into several firms’ internships
last year. Now, as the U.S. Labor Department’s top law-enforcement official, she and the wage and hour division are stepping up enforcement
nationwide.
Many regulators say that violations are widespread, but that it is
unusually hard to mount a major
enforcement effort because interns
are often scared to file complaints.
Many fear they will become known
as troublemakers in their chosen
field, endangering their chances
with a potential future employer.
Federal labor officials say they
are not only cracking down on companies that fail to pay interns properly but expanding efforts to educate
companies, colleges and students
on the law regarding internships.
“If you’re a for-profit employer
or you want to pursue an internship with a for-profit employer,
there aren’t going to be many circumstances where you can have an
internship and not be paid and still
be in compliance with the law,” said
Nancy J. Leppink, the acting director of the federal labor department’s
Wage and Hour Division.
Leppink said many employers
fail to pay even though their internships do not comply with the six
federal legal criteria that must be

satisfied for internships to be unpaid. Among those criteria are that
the internship should be similar to
the training given in a vocational
school or academic institution, the
intern does not displace regular paid
workers, and the employer “derives
no immediate advantage” from the
intern’s activities — in other words,
it’s largely a benevolent contribution to the intern.
No one keeps official count of
how many paid and unpaid internships there are, but Lance Choy, director of the Career Development
Center at Stanford University, sees
definitive evidence that the number
of unpaid internships is mushrooming — fueled by employers’ desire to
hold down costs and students’ eagerness to gain experience for their
resumes. Employers posted 643
unpaid internships on Stanford’s
job board this academic year, more
than triple the 174 posted two years
ago.
In 2008, the National Association
of Colleges and Employers found
that 83 percent of graduating students had held internships, up from
9 percent in 1992. This means hundreds of thousands of students hold
internships each year; some experts
estimate that one-fourth to one-half
are unpaid.
In California, officials have issued guidance letters advising employers whether they are breaking
the law, while Oregon regulators
have unearthed numerous abuses.
“We’ve had cases where unpaid
interns really were displacing workers and where they weren’t being
supervised in an educational capac- spokesman
2
127221
ity,”
said Bob Estabrook,
for Oregon’s labor department. His
department recently handled complaints involving two individuals at
a solar panel company who received
$3,350 in back pay after claiming
that they were wrongly treated as
unpaid interns.

Eating Disorder Treatment

station that she declined to identify,
said her parents were not delighted
that she worked a summer unpaid.
“Some of my friends can’t take
these internships and spend a summer without making any money
because they have to help pay for
their own tuition or help their families with finances,” she said. “That
makes them less competitive candidates for jobs after graduation.”
Of course, many internships
— paid or unpaid — serve as valuable steppingstones that help young
people land future jobs. “Internships have become the gateway into
the white-collar workforce,” said
Ross Perlin, a Stanford graduate
and one-time unpaid intern who is
writing a book on the subject. “Employers increasingly want experience for entry-level jobs, and many
students see the only way to get that
is through unpaid internships.”
Trudy Steinfeld, director of
NYU’s Office of Career Services, said
she has increasingly had to ride herd
on employers to make sure their
unpaid internships are educational.
She recently confronted a midsized
law firm that promised one student
an educational $10-an-hour internship. The student had complained
that the firm was not paying him
and was requiring him to make coffee and sweep out bathrooms.
Steinfeld said some industries,
most notably film, are known for
unpaid internships, but she said
other industries are embracing the
practice, seeing its advantages.
“A few famous banks have called
and said, ‘We’d like to do this,’ ”
Steinfeld said. “I said, ‘No way. You
Dolev
will
not list on this campus.’ ”
Dana John, an NYU senior, spent
an unpaid summer at a company
that books musical talent, spending much of her days photocopying,
filing and responding to routine email messages for her boss.
“It would have been nice to be

ASK

Informed clinicians refer their clients to
Laurel Hill Inn. LHI provides the most
effective treatment and deploys the highest
staff-to-client ratio in New England. We
provide extensive programming in a highly
structured and supervised non-institutional
therapeutic setting. Evening, day, and residential treatment as well as
weekly support groups in West Medford and West Somerville. Call
Linda at 781 396-1116 or visit www.laurelhillinn.com.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant
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Reasonably Priced Dinners

Concerned about the effect on
their future job prospects, some unpaid interns declined to give their
names or to name their employers
when they described their experiences in interviews.
Many college students said they
have held internships that were
largely noneducational grunt work.
To be sure, many internships involve some menial work, but when
they are mostly drudgery, regulators say, it is clearly illegal not to pay
interns.
One Ivy League senior said she
spent an unpaid three-month internship at a magazine packaging
and shipping 30 or 40 apparel samples a day back to fashion houses
that had provided them for photo
shoots.
At Little Airplane, a Manhattan
children’s film company, an NYU
junior who hoped to work in animation during her unpaid internship
said she was instead assigned to the
facilities department and ordered to
wipe the door handles each day to
minimize the spread of swine flu.
Tone Thyne, a senior producer
there, said that Little Airplane’s internships are usually highly educational and often lead to good jobs.
While many colleges are accepting more moderate- and lowincome students to increase economic mobility, many students and
administrators complain that the
growth in unpaid internships undercuts that effort by favoring wellto-do and well-connected students,
speeding their climb up the career
ladder.
Many less affluent students say
85
0:40:
2/22/02
they cannot
afford toAB
spend their
summers at unpaid internships,
and in any case, their families often
do not have an uncle or golf buddy
who can connect them to a prestigious internship.
Brittany Berckes, an Amherst senior who interned at a cable news
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Ambassador Barbara Bodine comes back
to MIT to discuss Yemen, where she was
ambassador between 1997 - 2001. Her
over 30 years of US Foreign Service were
spent mostly on Arabian Peninsula and
greater Persian Gulf issues.

MIT Center for International Studies
web.mit.edu/cis | starrforum@mit.edu

paid, but at this point, it’s so expected of me to do this for free,” she
said. “If you want to be in the music
industry that’s the way it works. If
you want to get your foot in the door
somehow, this is the easiest way to
do it. You suck it up and work your
butt off.”
The rules for unpaid interns are
less strict for non-profit groups like
charities because people are allowed to do volunteer work for nonprofits.
California and some other states
require that interns receive college
credit as a condition of being unpaid. But federal regulators say that
receiving college credit does not
necessarily free companies from
paying interns, especially when the
internship involves little training
and mainly benefits the employer.
Many employers say the Labor Department’s six criteria need updating because they are based on a
Supreme Court decision from 1947,
when many apprenticeships were
for blue-collar production work.
Camille A. Olson, a lawyer based
in Chicago who represents many
employers, said: “One criterion that
is hard to meet and needs updating
is that the intern not perform any
work to the immediate advantage
of the employer. In my experience,
many employers agreed to hire interns because there is very strong
mutual advantage to both the worker and the employer. There should
be a mutual benefit test.”
Kathyrn Edwards, a researcher at
the Economic Policy Institute and
co-author of a new study on internships, told of a female intern who
brought a sexual harassment complaint that was dismissed because
the intern was not an employee.
“A serious problem surrounding
unpaid interns is they are often not
considered employees and therefore
are not protected by employment
discrimination laws,” she said.
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In shift from Depression scholarship to White
House policymaking, Sunshine Queen finds voice
Christina Romer is the cheerful new face of the Obama economic team
By Carolyn Lochhead
The San Francisco Chronicle

WASHINGTON — Christina D.
Romer PhD ’85 was so spooked
by a momentary lapse during a
long-forgotten
MacNeil-Lehrer
spot during the Clinton administration that she avoided doing
television for a decade. Today, the
UC Berkeley professor is the most
visible face of the Obama administration’s economic team, from
the showcase Sunday talk shows
to live cable spots from the White
House lawn.
“Have you ever had your brain
just go blank, and you think, ‘Oh
my God, I’m on live TV, and I have
no idea what I’m saying?’ ” Romer,
51, said in an interview in her
Eisenhower building office next
door to the White House. Her husband and longtime collaborator,
fellow University of California at
Berkeley economist David Romer,
assured her that the lapse was
barely visible to viewers.
“But it was the longest 15 seconds of my life and I swear I did
not do a TV interview for 10 years,”
she said. “It was scary. And it’s still
scary is the truth.”
Sporting an unusually cheerful
disposition for an economist, and
an eminent scholar of the Great
Depression, Romer was once described as “America’s sixth-grade
teacher.” As chair of the president’s
Council of Economic Advisers, her
sunshine quotient all but obliterates those of her colleagues, Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner and
National Economic Council chief
Larry Summers. She seems to take
the blood out of Washington’s
blood-sport politics.
Yet she has shed plenty of her
own. Her optimistic forecast that
the $800 billion fiscal stimulus
would hold unemployment below
8 percent and “save or create” 3
million jobs became a font of ridicule and Republican claims that
the stimulus failed when unemployment shot above 10 percent.
Less prominent was the vindi-

cation that arrived February from
the Congressional Budget Office,
which found the stimulus added
up to 3 million full-time jobs.
“I’m sure I will have enjoyed this
job in retrospect,” Romer said, “but
right now it is incredibly hard.”
“It’s brutal,” said her husband,
David H. Romer PhD ’85, who took
a non-policymaking job at the International Monetary Fund to accompany his wife and 13-year-old
son Matthew to Washington. The
couple’s two older children are in
college.
“When I would hear people say,
‘He works 80 hours a week,’ I didn’t
believe that before she got this job.
But one week I was counting, and it
was only Wednesday and she’d already put in 39 hours in three days.
So yes, it varies between completely unsustainable and just incredibly hard.”
David Romer has learned to sew
on buttons and cook, and his wife
is torn about spending so much
time away from her last child. But
her children told her when she arrived home in Berkeley just before
Christmas in 2008 with no presents,
“It’s OK Mom, you’ve so upped our
cool factor.”
The homebody couple is not a
fixture on D.C.’s social scene. David
Romer said it was fun dancing with
his wife at a recent White House
governors’ ball. More typical is
bedtime reading of two-volume
CBO reports and economic forecasts that David Romer attested
she keeps on her bedside table.
Although the Romers had informally advised the Obama campaign — and she gave contributions so readily that he joked that
he was grateful that campaign finance laws prevented her from donating their house — they had little
clue she was being considered for a
White House job.
“It all happened incredibly
fast,” Romer said. “I remember
vividly, it was a Sunday afternoon
and I got an e-mail from someone
saying, ‘I’d like to talk to you about
the Obama transition.’ ” She ini-

tially dismissed the e-mail, but her
husband decided to do a Google
search and discovered the e-mail
was from the head of economic
personnel for the transition. “You
might want to call him back,” he
told her.
White House adviser and transition Co-Chair Valerie Jarrett, who
did not know Romer before she
was named, said Romer was “recommended to the president by numerous sources.”
Born in Alton, Ill., Romer graduated from high school in Canton,
Ohio, got her bachelor’s degree in
economics from the College of William and Mary and her doctorate
from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, where she took a
graduate course from Summers.
Summers said he never would
have guessed at the time that he
would be working with her in the
White House, “but I thought she
was extraordinarily creative as an
economist even back then, and she
probably wrote of that period one
of the most discussed doctoral dissertations.”
The two Romers met at MIT,
married in 1983 and sold themselves as a team, landing jobs as junior professors at Berkeley in 1988.
Both now have endowed chairs.
Romer’s conservative critics
today surely could have gotten
a worse appointment from their
perspective. As Keynesians go,
there are far more liberal pickings.
Romer is more what Berkeley colleague Brad DeLong describes as
an “empirical monetarist” whose
work has shown how not just markets, but government policies, can
fail.
She is one of the nation’s preeminent economic scholars. She
sat on the committee at the National Bureau of Economic Research
that dates business cycles and was
a star teacher at Berkeley, winning
the coveted campus distinguished
teaching award.
Romer cites her years teaching
introductory economics to Berkeley freshmen as vital preparation

for explaining economic policy to
the public and Congress.
“She has a deeper understanding of financial crises and the Depression than almost anyone in the
country,” said San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank President Janet
Yellen, a Berkeley colleague and
Romer confidante who was chair of
the Council of Economic Advisers
in the Clinton administration and
is now Obama’s likely nominee to
vice chair of the Fed.
Shaping U.S. economic policy
from the White House may be an
economist’s dream job, but it’s not
exactly like pulling the levers of a
machine. An economy is essentially a collection of unpredictable
human beings. Congress does not
always follow directions. Decisions
do have consequences.
“It’s very stressful — it’s a fantastic challenge, both exhilarating
and terrifying at the same time,”
said Yellen, who, like Romer, is
married to a Berkeley economist,
George Akerloff. (The couples are
fast friends.)
Yellen said when she was in the
White House from 1997 to 1998,
there was the Asian financial crisis and Russian default, but in the
United States, unemployment was
falling to its lowest level since the
1960s.
“There was a great deal to worry
about and some very tense times,”
Yellen said. “But I was almost always delivering good news, and
surprisingly good news. This is
a very difficult time, and a much
more challenging time to be in the
White House.”
In her first month in office,
Romer pushed for and got “the biggest countercyclical fiscal action
in history.” As an introduction to
policymaking, she said, that “was
pretty amazing. The first thing I
care deeply about, it went through,
it was a good bill, it passed, it was
signed. Unfortunately, it isn’t always like that.”
Last month, Romer sat as an
honored guest in House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi’s visitors’ gallery dur-
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ing the decisive vote on health care
legislation, a nod to her Bay Area
roots and her role in pushing the
legislation.
She called the deficits left by the
previous administration “a crime”
because they handcuffed the
Obama administration’s ability to
respond to the 2008 financial crisis.
Future deficits promise to handcuff
the government even more.
“I’m deeply worried about the
deficit over the long haul,” Romer
said. Before the crisis, she said, “I
was as big a deficit hawk as anybody.”
But the cost controls she advocated in the health care legislation have been watered down, and
some say eviscerated, even though
the Congressional Budget Office
estimated they will save a substantial half a percent of gross domestic
product in their second decade.
Asked if she remains confident
that the new law will control costs,
Romer said, “I am.” The legislation
“ is a chance to do this thing well,”
she said.
Her critics contend the opposite is true. Douglas Holtz-Eakin,
former CBO director and economic adviser to Obama presidential
rival Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
panned Romer’s health care analysis and said the new law “doesn’t
even come close to saving money,
it costs money.”
When Romer criticized past
policymakers, she wondered in the
back of her mind if one day she too
would be harshly judged.
“I have spent my whole life
studying economics and the history of economic policy, so yes, it’s
amazing to be here,” she said. But
she confessed it is “sobering” to be
making policy, as opposed to talking about it in the abstract.
“I am definitely more sympathetic than I once was to policymakers in the 1930s,” she said. “I
can see how hard it may have been
even in the middle of the Great Depression to realize what the right
policy was and to get the right policy through Congress.”
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LEGAL COUNSEL

MIT students, family, employers and
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel,
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq.
321-544-0012
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Pistol takes silver in 2 events
at NRA Pistol Championship
By Michelle Ma
team member

The MIT pistol team, stripped of its varsity status
in last year’s sports cuts, performed well at the 30th
annual NRA Intercollegiate Pistol Championships at
Fort Benning, Georgia, held March 16–
20, in its first year as a club team. Several individuals won honors, and both
the women’s team and the open team
came in fourth place in their team aggregates. The open team took silver in
the free pistol event and the women’s
team took silver in the women’s air pistol event.
In recognition of his efforts and his dedication
as coach during the team’s transition from varsity
to club, Coach Will Hart was awarded the 2010 NRA
Coach of the Year award.
The open team, consisting of Michelle C. Ma ’10,
Drew D. Regitsky ’10, Andrew K. Sugaya ’11, Ariel A.
Torres ’11, Albert W. Chang ’10, and Wen Chyan ’13,
finished behind the United States Military Academy,
the Citadel, and the United States Naval Academy,
with a score of 6,210. The women’s team, made up of
Ma, Pearle M. Lipinski ’12 (also a Tech news editor),
Christie S. Chiu ’13, and Alexandra Jiang ’11, trailed
Navy, Army and the Ohio State University, missing
the podium by only one point with a score of 2,636.
The open aggregate score is comprised of three
events: air pistol, free pistol, and standard pistol,
the last being fired with .22 caliber pistols. There are
four competitors per team per event, and each can
score up to 600 points; The highest possible score
for a team is 7200 points. Women’s scoring is slightly
different, comprised of only two events: women’s air
pistol and sport pistol, Sport fired with a .22 pistol.
Only three competitors compete per event per team
in the women’s aggregate, and with the maximum
air pistol score 400 and the maximum sport pistol
score 600 per competitor, the maximum team score
is 3,000.
The open team’s strongest event was free pistol,
a sixty-shot event at a range of fifty meters. Sugaya,
Regitsky, Chyan, and Chang together earned second

place with a team score of 2,016, falling to Army’s
2,036.
The women’s team captured the silver in women’s air pistol, an event that consists of forty shots at
ten meters. Ma, Chiu, and Lipinski earned a score of
1,074, defeated Army by over ten points, but trailing
Navy, who scored 1,081.
Individual efforts were honored as well, as several competitors qualified for finals. After a match is
fired, the top eight shooters as determined by their
score participate in finals. Only those who qualified
individually, not as a member of a team, are eligible
to be considered.
Finals consist of 10 shots, whose shot values are
scored to the tenth of a point – a shot perfectly in the
center would score a 10.9. These ten shots total are
then added to the base score to determine the top
three shooters in the event, and rankings can shift
dramatically as a result of these finals. Regitsky entered free pistol finals and earned 6th place with a
finals score of 90.8. Ma and Chiu entered into women’s air pistol finals as fifth and seventh place, respectively, but ultimately did not place in the medal
spots.
Ma won third place individually for sport pistol,
as well as third place for the individual women’s aggregate with a score of 911, two points behind the
silver medalist Heather Deppe from Army. Ma’s
performance throughout the season in sport pistol earned her a place on the All-American Second
Team in sport pistol.
Sugaya also earned honorable mention for the
All-American Teams in free pistol and air pistol.
Hart is proud of the team’s performance, and
notes that members’ toughness — both physical and
mental — is a key factor of the team’s success. The
team looks forward to another competitive season,
bolstered by strong performances in the past.
The MIT pistol team won third place at last year’s
nationals, and won the national championship title
in 2005 and 2007. The team competed against nearly
a dozen teams this year, including all military academies except the Air Force, as well as several civilian
schools including OSU and Texas A&M.

Athletes’ Corner

Men’s volleyball playoff-bound
for 6th straight year
The nationally-ranked No. 6 men’s volleyball team swept
Wentworth Institute of Technology, 30-20, 30-25, 30-20, on Saturday. The Engineers, who will be making their sixth consecutive trip to the NECVA Championship Tournament, improved to
29-7 overall and 14-2 in league action. MIT finished the regular
season winning 15 of their final 16 matches, and their 29 wins
sets the program record for wins in a season.
Matt P. Hohenberger ’13 led the Cardinal and Gray with 10
kills, a .615 hitting percentage, four aces, and three blocks.
Several Engineers were honored this week as well earning
NECVA New England All-Division Honors. Michael Demyttenaere ’10, Eric R. Reuland ’10 and Hohenberger were all named
to the All-Division 1st Team with Hohenberger being named
NECVA New England Rookie of the Year. Timothy R. Lee ’11
and David R. Thomas ’12 were named to the All-Division 2nd
Team and Head Coach Paul Dill was named New England CoCoach of the Year.
The Engineers will take on NECVA New England Division
rival Newbury College in the first round of the post-season tournament this Friday at 6 p.m. in Hyannis, MA.
—Paul Dill, Team Coach

Men’s crew opens Season
against Penn and Dartmouth
The men’s lightweight crew team began their season Saturday with a much anticipated home race against EARC rivals
Penn and Dartmouth.
The varsity eight, led by stroke seat Nicholas B. Murlo ’10,
rowed a strong first half of the 2000m race, staying within a
few seats of both opponents. The Engineers lost ground in the
last half of the race, finishing a boat length behind Penn who
finished a half length behind Dartmouth. The team is disappointed by the results, but is determined to find more speed for
coming races.
The freshmen crew performed exceptionally well, taking a
strong lead during the start of their race and finishing with a five
second victory over opposing crews.
The lightweight team looks forward to more home racing
this coming Saturday in the Joy Cup against Yale and Georgetown.
—Aaron Blankstein, Team Representative

Logan P. WIlliams

David R. Thomas ’12 serves during the men’s volleyball game against Wentworth Institute of Technology on Saturday. MIT defeated Wentworth 3-0 in the match.
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SCOREBOARD
Baseball
Friday, April 2
vs. Brandeis University

W 6-5

Saturday, April 3
vs. Babson College

L 3-2

vs. Babson College

L 4-0

Monday, April 5
vs. Suffolk University

W 5-4

Men’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 3
at Wheaton College

L 12-9

Women’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 3
vs. New England College

W 13-9

Monday, April 5
vs. Bridgewater State University

L 15-13

Softball
Elijah Mena—The Tech

Jessica L. Iacobucci ’12 fields a ground ball during the softball game against Wellesley on Friday.
The Engineers lost 1-6.

Saturday, April 3
at Springfield College

L 8-0

at Springfield College

L 8-0

Men’s Tennis
Saturday, April 3

Upcoming Home Events

vs. Springfield College

Tuesday, April 6

Saturday, April 3

Baseball vs. Springfield College
Women’s tennis vs. Brandeis University
Women’s lacrosse vs. Emerson College

Men’s Track and Field
3:30 p.m., Briggs Field
4 p.m., duPont Courts
4:30 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Engineers’ Cup

Saturday, April 3
Engineers’ Cup

Men’s tennis vs. Wheaton College

Men’s Volleyball

4 p.m., duPont Courts

1st of 3

Women’s Track and Field

Wednesday, April 7

1st of 3

Saturday, April 3

Thursday, April 8
Baseball vs. WPI

W 8-1

3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

vs. Wentworth Inst. of Tech.

W 3-0

Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports

Helen Hou—The Tech

Kevin Pang ’11 hits a forehand during the men’s tennis match on Saturday. MIT won 8-1 over Springfield College.
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EVERY FALL FOR
OVER A
CENTURY,
A SELECT
GROUP
OF MIT
STUDENTS
HAVE BEEN
GOING BACK
TO SCHOOL
CARRYING AN
EXTRA NOTEBOOK.
HERE’S HOW YOU CAN JOIN THEM.
We’re The Tech, MIT’s fourth estate and paper of record. Now and this fall, we’ll have
openings for freshmen, upperclassmen, and graduate students in the following
departments: News, Opinion, Sports, Arts, Campus Life, Photography, Production,
Technology, and Business. Previous experience is welcome but not essential.

BUT WE’RE MORE THAN JUST A NEWSPAPER.
The Tech is also MIT’s oldest student activity, and that means organized (and
disorganized) events like Sunday and Thursday night dinners, Maine retreats,
Rockband marathons at 4 a.m., as well as a generally fun place to hang around.

SO WHY NOT STOP BY?
If you think you might be interested, or even if you
just want to see what we do, visit our booth at the
Activities Midway this Saturday. Or drop by our
oﬃce, W20-483, during our CPW events listed at the
right. Or e-mail us at join+notebook@tech.mit.edu.

• Thursday 6 p.m.–midnight, Open
House. Watch us make Friday’s paper.
• Friday 5–7 p.m., Dinner.
Tour our newsroom!
• Saturday 3–5 p.m., Open House.
Come visit after the Activities Midway.

